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Apple loses $1T in market 
value over past year.

McCarthy elected U.S. House speaker.

2022 inflation 
at 6.5%.

U.S. jobless claims 
drop by 190,000. 

U.S. economy grows 
2.9% in Q422.

Fed increases rates +0.25%.

U.S. adds 517,000 jobs in Jan.

Fed Chair: Inflation fight will take 
"a significant period of time."

Retail sales up 3% 
in Jan, greatest 
gain in 2 years.

February payrolls increase by 
310,000, more than expected.

FDIC takes over SVB and Signature banks.

Inflation down in Feb.

Fed increases rates +0.25%.

Consumer confidence up in March.

U.S. adds 236,000 jobs 
in March, cooling down.

Treasury Secretary: "Not 
anticipating a downturn" in U.S. 

U.S. inflation at 5%, 
lowest since May '21.

Retail spending down in March.

Goldman Sachs economist forecasts 
"only" 35% probability of recession.

Q1 GDP growth at 2%.

White House warns of debt default consequences.

Inflation at 4.9%, lowest since Apr. 

Households' debt balances cross $17T for first time.

Fed favorite core PCE price index up 
4.7% for 12 months ending in April.

U.S. adds 339,000 jobs.

Economist: 2023 recession 
unlikely, job market strong.

Inflation down to 4%.

Fed holds rates steady.

U.S. retail sales up in May.

Americans optimistic about inflation, 
consumer sentiment up 9%.

U.S. adds 209,000 
jobs, cools down.

Inflation down to 3.1% in June.

Consumer confidence at 
highest since July '21.

Fed raises rates by 0.25%.

Q2 GDP growth 
at 2.4%.

Fed favorite core PCE 
down to 4.1% in June.

U.S. job market cools, adds 187,000 jobs.

U.S. retail spending up in July.

U.S. adds 187,000 jobs.

Oil hits 10-month high.

45-day funding bill 
keeps U.S. 
government open.

Hamas attacks Israel.

Inflation at 3.7%, 
more than expected.

U.S. retail sales rise 
in Sept. for the sixth 
straight month.

Q3 GDP growth at 4.9%.

Fed holds rates steady.

Former FTX CEO Sam 
Bankman-Fried 
convicted of fraud.

U.S. hiring slows in Oct., 
adds 150,000 jobs.

Inflation at 3.2%, below 
expectations.

CEO Sam Altman 
fired from OpenAI.

Sam Altman is back 
as CEO of OpenAI.

Sandra Day O'Connor 
dies at age 93.

Taylor Swift is Time 
magazine's 2023 
Person of the Year.

Inflation cools to 3.1%.

Fed leaves rates unchanged.

Inflation below expectations, 
6-month core PCE at 1.9%.

S&P bottoms at -.79%
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 New All-Time Highs 7

 New 2023 Highs 47

 New 2023 Lows 2



Disclosures

Investment return and principal value of security investments will fluctuate. The value at the time of redemption may be more or less than the original cost. 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

The opinions expressed are those of the portfolio team and are no guarantee of the future performance of any Avantis fund. This information is for an 
educational purpose only and is not intended to serve as investment advice. References to specific securities are for illustrative purposes only and are not 
intended as recommendations to purchase or sell securities. Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment and, along with other portfolio data, 
are subject to change without notice.

©2023 American Century Proprietary Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved. The contents of this Avantis Investors presentation are protected by applicable copyright and trademark laws. No 
permission is granted to copy, redistribute, modify, post or frame any text, graphics, images, trademarks, designs or logos.

Consumer Price Index (CPI): A commonly used statistic to measure inflation from the consumer’s perspective. The Bureau of Labor Statistics calculates 
the index from detailed consumer spending information. Changes in CPI measure price changes in a market basket of consumer goods and services such 
as gas, food, clothing, and cars.

Federal Reserve (Fed): The U.S. central bank responsible for monetary policies affecting the U.S. financial system and the economy.

Gross domestic product (GDP): A measure of the total economic output in goods and services for an economy.

S&P 500® Index: A market-capitalization-weighted index of the 500 largest U.S. publicly traded companies. The index is widely regarded as the best gauge 
of large-cap U.S. equities.
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